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Figure 1: An ezample of a spatial plannino problem. Ti~e goal is to move the object sl~ow¢ in black to Me ~oal position
indicated by a crou. This rewires mo~ing some of O~e obstacles, shows in ~I/. Tke motions of O,e plan ~ound b~/ the
planner are indicated by arrosua drawn along O~e corresponding Voronoi edoes, and the final positions by kollow!sl~apes.

AbstractI

Currently known methods for robot planning fall far be-
hind human capabUities: they require approximations of
shapes, and they cannot generate plans which involve mov-
ing obstacles to clear a path for the moving object. In this
paper, we explore the hypothesis that means-ends analysis
baaed on a world model involving men~al iraaoerll allows
more human-like solutions. Our method is baaed on a novel
way of representing planning constraints which makes it
possible to incrementally generate the symbolic represen-
tations for means-ends planning using only imagery oper-
ations.

l A similar paper appears in the Proceedings of the International
Workshop on Intelligent Robots and Systems 1991, IEEE Press.

1 Spatial Planning Problems
The problem of planning a sequence of actions to move ob-
jects into a desired configuration is fundamental to intel-
ligent robotics. Path planning algorithms have reached a
sophistication where they even exceed human performance,
but only aa long aa the goal can be achieved by moving only
a 6ngle object. In this paper, we address the spatial plan-
ning problem, which we define aa the problem of moving
an object in a space containing an unbounded number of
movable obstacles. We are particularly interested in exam-
pies such aa the one shown in Figure 1, which also requires
moving some of the obstacles to clear a path for the moving
object.

Although there exist complete algorithms which can
solve such problems (see for example [3]), it is known
that a restricted form of the spatial planning problem, the
loare]~ogseman’a problem, is PSPACE-complete ([6]). Un-
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der the assumption that P ~ NP, it follows that any prov-
ably complele algorithm for spatial pl~n,~ing wiU not be
tractable for realistic situations involving a large number
of movable obstacles. On the other hand, most practical
eYAmples have very simple solutions, and it is not clear
that a motion planner has to be complete to be practical.

People solve spatial planning problems routinely and
seemingly without great effort. Even more surprisingly,
their performance does not seem to depend at all on the
number of distinct obstacles present in the environment.
This contradicts current approaches to spatial planning,
where the consideration of potential motions of all individ-
ual obstacles entails a strong dependence of the runthne on
the number of movable objects. Big di~erences e=;,t also
in the performance characteristics of the human spatial
planning "algorithm": it is more e~c/ent with a broader
¢o~erage of problems, but it is probably incomplete.

The goal of our research is to develop spatial plan-
ning algorithms with characteristics similar to people, We
believe that for many applications, such as autonomous
robots, the advantages of coverage and efficiency far out-
weigh the problem of incompleteness. Our research philos-
ophy is therefore not to develop complete algorithm,~ but
to find those methods which are e~c/ent and powerful and
characte.rise their incompleteness.

Psychological analysis ([12]) proposes mosna-eneb anal-
~:/a aa a theory of how people deal efficiently with the
unbounded possibilities of choice involved in spatial plan-
ning. In means-ends analysis, operators are only consid-
ered if they are relevant to the goals of the system. The
efficiency of such a system is not affected by the number
of operators, because most of them will never be used.

Since means-ends analysis ]inks a discrete set of goals
to a discrete set of operators which can achieve them, it
requires a sI/mbolic planning framework. However, spatial
planning involves object shapes and positions which are
inherently numerical. The main issue in applying means-
ends analysis to spatial reasoning is the fua//tat/~e rep-
resentation of space for use by the planner. There exist
methods for computing this representation a priori, such
as in the path planning methods based on configuration
space ( [i0, 14]),and qualitative spatial reasoning based 
place vocabularies ([5]). Computing the qualitative rep-
resentation independently of its use means including a/l
imaginable possibilities, and contradicts the basic princi-
ple of mea-~-ends analysis. Furthermore, we shall see that
if the representation is to be sufficiently expressive for sym-
bolic planning it would amount to an exact numerical rep-
resentatlon.

Computing qualitative representations of space requires
heavy numerical computation; carrying it out during the
planning process brings up problems of efficiency. An-
other clue which psychology gives us is that people seem
to rely heavily on mental imager~l for solving spatial prob-
lems ([9]). Planning with subgoais implies the use of back-
ward chaining, which means that situations are often in-
completely specified. Up to now, it has been hard to see
how imagery could represent such situations. An impor-
tant result of this paper is the discovery that imagery can
he used to represent conditions and partied descriptions in

the same framework as objects themselves. In this way, it
can incrementally generate the qualitative representations
required for the planner based only on operations which
could be carried out in constant or linear time on mas-
sively parallel processors.

Based on this discovery, we have constructed a sim-
ple prototype which demonstrates the use of means-ends
analysis for the simple domain of planar objects without
rotation. In spite of its simplicity, our planner is capable of
solving problems like that of Figure I and should encour-
age further research for applying the approach to practlca]
problems.

2 Situation Calculus for Space

Means-ends analysis was first described in the psycholog-
ical models of Newell and Simon which resulted in the
General Problem Solver ([12]). It was applied to robot
planning in the work on STRIPS ([4]) and is the basis 
a large body of work on planning systems ([1]). The basis
for all means-ends planning is the ritBation osleulus repre-
sentation, which defines a symbolic world model on which
the planner operates, and the main issue of this paper is
how to formulate this model.

Our situation calculus defines the following elements:

¯ Situations are states of affairs st a particular time, and
their representation is often only a partial description.
A spatial situation is an arrangement of objects, and a
partial description of an object position is expremed by
a set of constraints.

¯ Actions transform a situation B into a new situation
$~. In spatial planning, actions are motions of objects to
qualitatively different positions. Actions are generated
specifically for achieving particular goals.

¯ For each action, a set of preconditions which must hold
in a situation for the action to be applicable. In our
case, the precondition for a motion is that there exists a
collision-free path for carrying out the motion.

Goals are the motivation for actions. In ou~case, goals
are that a moving object should be moved from its or/g-
inatin9 position to the go61 position, both of which are
precisely specified. Subgoals follow the same format,
but refer to moving obstacles to positions where they no
longer interfere with the precondition for an action.

¯ Protections are constraints which prevent actions from
clobbering the preconditions for subsequent ones. A pro-
tection mechanism is important in spatial planning, since
an obstacle affects the possible motions of all other ob-
jects.

The partial descriptions involved in planning are han-
dled most effciently by using a single qualitative represen-
tation of space throughout the entire planning process. We
now show that such a qualitative model might have to be
infinitely precise, and thus amount to an exact numerical
model.

A qualitative representation of object positions in a
finite system defines a place ~ocabulaey ([5]), which is a
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Figure 2: (~,alitative repreaentatio~, o/ mogiona. In situa-
tion S, there are ¢uali~ati~ely diMeren~ mogior, a Azl, Az2
and Affis for object X. In precedinO ~tuatio~, the ~ace
rewired for the motion~ m~rl be kept clearj and ~e quali-
tative motiot~ for the object Y in 6tua~io~ 51 (to be fol-
lowed b~ motion Azl) are differen~ from O,o#e in ~l flo
be follo~oed by Aza). 5~ and 5a are other aituation~ which
might precede 5 or 5~.

decomposition of the space into a finite set of regions. The
minimum criterion for the usability of the representation is
that it must be sufficiently expressive to allow the planner
to verify the preconditions for its actions. However, it
turns out that:

Representing situations with sufficient preci-
sion to evaluate preconditions in a sequence
of actions of any length requires a numerically
precise representation of positions.

This result follows from the following argument. Consider
the possible motions of two objects, X and Y. Assume
that in some situation S, there are n qualitatively different
regions to which object X can be moved (Figure 2).

Now consider situations S’, Sn,..., preceding S, in which
object Y has to be moved, and which must be qualitatively
representable in a single framework Q. For each of the n
regions in S, there are at least 2 regions in Q: one where
Y would block the subsequent motion of X, and one where
it would not. As the actual combination of motions is not
known a priori, Q must contain all combinatlona of these
regions. Under the assumption that there are no singulari-
ties, this results in at least O(n2) regions for the placement
of Y. By induction, a representation which would correctly
predict the preconditions for a sequence of k different ob-
ject movements would distinguish O(nt) qualitatively dif-
ferent positions for motion of the first object in the se-
quence. If k is unbounded, this representation becomes
infinitely fine and approaches a numerical representation.

A similar result has been observed by Struss & Huber-
mann ([7]) for the qualitative analysis of certain types 
billard games. It means that a finite qualitative represen-
tation by itself is insufficient for planning.

Figure 3: A Vorenoi diagram represents all topologically
distinct patt~ in a finite graph. The mo~ing object, in the
io,ner left corner, is not considered in the computation.

3 Situation calculus with imagery
An alternative solution is to compute the required qualita-
tive models specifically for the requirements of the planner.
This is the idea of imager~ interpreting a precise repre-
sentation in qualitative terms according to the needs of the
current problem solving requirements.

In the resulting paradigm, qualitative representations
of possible motions are constructed incrementally by back-
ward chaining, starting with the desired goal state. In the
eYarnple of Figure 2, different qualitative representations
are computed for S’, S", ..., depending on the actions which
are to follow. Motions to the final goal are represented as
reg/on~ which constrain the qualitative representations for
earlier plan steps, shown shaded in Figure 2. The planner
only generates those region structures which are actually
necessary, and avoids the multiplication of possibilities at
each step.

More precisely, the situation calculus model is simu-
lated by the following numerical computations, which de-
fine the issues to be addressed: "

//

¯ there is an explicit numerical representation of~e~ch sit-
uation. This raises the problem of how to~eepresent in-
completely specified situations.

¯ st each stage, a numerical computation determines the
set of qualitatively different object motions and their pre-
conditions. The problem here is how to finitely represent
all possible motions.

¯ for each violated precondition, subgoals are computed
using the representation of the situation. This requires
reasoning about the actions required to clear a path.

Voronoi diagrams The Vorenoi diagram of an arrange-
ment of polygons (Figure 3) is defined as the set of all
points which have the same distance from two polygon
boundaries, and plays a fundamental role in our represen-
tation. The Voronoi diagram is a division of space into
regions defined by the criterion that all points of each re-
gion are closest to one and the same boundary. It is also
a graph which represents all topologically distinct motions
of an object, such as the polygon on the lower left corner in
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Sliding path I V
SUding path 2

Sample path p of the
moving object along
Voronoi edge v

Figure 4: AnF Fa~s o.f ~e mo~ing disc co~espondlng to O~e
Voronoi edge between O~e two black objects can be mapped
continuo~il ~o oBe of O~e didino p6~u.

Figure 3. Voronol diagrarns are an important llnk between
numerical and symbolic representations.

For polygonal obstacles, the Voronoi diagram can be
computed by emcient recursive algorithm* ([$]). Objects
with arbitrary shapes can be represented aa bitmaps whose
Voronoi diagram can be computed using the media/

([11]).

Representing incompletely specified situations In
spatial plAnn;ng, the only information that a goal gives
about the desired final situation is the final position of
the moving object, resulting in considerable uncertainty
about the positions of the other objects. Aa the p],mner
proceeds backwards in time, the actions it plans impme
more and more constraints on the intermediate situations:
they must permit the sequence of actions that follows them
in the plan.

The constraints implement protection# ([15]) of the
preconditions of later actions: obstacles may not be placed
in positions where they would block a later action. It would
be straightforward to define protections if the actions in-
volved particular paths: nothing may interfere with the
region that is traced out by the motion. However, exact
paths are unknown and we must protect neceua,I/condi-
tions for the existence of anl/path. The following remark-
able property of the Voronoi diagram formalism makes it
possible to define a single partied/at motion whose exis-
tence is equivalent to the neceuar,y condition for the exis-
tence of anl/motion of a certain type.

A path p along a Voronoi edge ~ between obstacles O1
and Oa has the property that all positions on p fed] within
the Voronoi cells Y1 and Y2 and thus have O1 or Oa as the
closest ohstacle. This implies that if in any position the
moving object overlaps obstacles, one of the overlapping
obstacles must be O1 or Oa2. Conversely, if a position on
p has no overlap with O1 or 02, we can conclude that it is
legal.

~This is strictly valid only if the moving object is ¯ disc, but we
shall see that it simply remdts in an overly conservative protection if
this condition is not satisfied.

sliding path protection region =
new olmade
protecting the path

ns obstacle may
interfere with the
protection region:

Figure 5: The feasibility of a sliding paOt can be protected
b;/ creating an imagina~7 obstacle coM’uponding to ~e area
e~ept out by the object mo~ing along tk, is patA.

Assume now that there is a legal path p along v. As
shown in Figure 4, p can be continuously trmmformed into
one of two eliding paths where the object is moved as close
aa possible to the obstacle boundaries. By convexity, if
p was already legal, this tranformation cannot create any
new overlaps with either O1 or 02, and consequently with
other obstacles. Therefore, p is legal only if both sliding
paths are legal.

Figure 5 shows how the sliding paths can be exploited
to generate protections for a path p. Assume that an oh-
stacle O3 is moved close to the region between O1 and 02.
If a path p along e is preserved by this motion, p must
pass either between Oa and Ox, or between 03 and 02.
It remains feasible if and only if the corresponding sliding
path remains feasible. Thus, the transformation preserves
a possible path along ~ if it leaves at least one of the slid-
ing paths feasible. In our implementation, for each Voronoi
edge ̄  the planner chooses the sliding path which is to be
protected.

We have thus expressed a necessary condition for the
existence of an7 path as a the condition for the existence
of one particular path. This defines a protection region
of space into which no other obstacle may be moved, as
shown in Figure 5. All obstacles are subject to the same
constraints: they may not interfere with any protection
region for a later motion. We emphasize that the planner
makes an explicit choice between two different versions of
each topological motion, and backtracks on this choice if
no solution is found.

Note that this technique is only valid if the shape of the
moving object is a disc, and the condition is too strong for
other shapes. Furthermore, the Voronoi diagram and pro-
tection regions have to be recomputed after every obstacle
movement, for otherwise there could be paths whose pro-
tection is not covered by the sliding paths. Ignoring these
conditions, aa our implementation does, means that the
planner may miss certain paths, but not that it can gen-
erate nonexisting and thus erroneous paths. It is thus not
a serious practical problem.

In order for motions to follow one another, the moving
object must sometimes change the obstacle it is sliding on.
This defines a third type of path, the crossover path. The
protection region for a crossover path is chosen so that
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the obj~t slides along one object for half the way, then
crosses over to the other object and continues its motion
there. The exact shape is arbitrary, and another source of
planner incompleteness.

In order to choose the optimal paths to plan in a sit-
uation S, the planner makes the default assumption that
obstacles remain in their original position. This is reason-
able since normally only a small part of the obstacles are
moved. The fact that some obstacles will have been moved
to satisfy subgoals of earlier actions may make these ac-
tions suboptimal, and this is the only source of incomplete-
ness which has turned out to be practically significant. The
advantage of making this assumption is that the planner
can use one and the same Voronoi diagram throughout the
planning process. It could be avoided by replanning the
actions up to the end of the plan whenever an obstacle is
moved. This makes the search algorithm more complex
and we have not implemented this solution.

Actions and their preconditions Any path can be
continuously transformed to a sequence of Voronoi edges
by a reZ cZion ([13]) mapping. In icular, retrac-
tion associates the precise goal positions with arcs of the
Voronoi graph.

The set of possible actions is given as the motions along
the Voronoi edges which are adjacent to the current posi-
tion of the moving object. Ea~ motion exists in four differ-
ent versions, corresponding to the two extremal paths and
the crossovers between them. The precondiliona for these
versions are defined as the non-interference of obstacles
with the protection region of the corresponding extremal
path. Whenever an obstacle interferes with a protection
region, the planner generates a subgoal to remove the ob-
stacle to a non-obstructing position.

Our current planner uses one and the marne Voronoi
diagram throufltoztt the planning proceam, namely the Vo-
ronoi diagram of the initial situation. This means that
only paths which topologically already existed in the initial
situation can be considered by the planner, and is a source
of planning incompleteness. However, it is hard to imagine
examples where this would actually be a problem.

when several obstacles are removed simultaneously, their
positions may conflict with one another. We can use a gen-
eralized version of constraint propagation ([2]) to avoid
conflicting positions: the region of legal positions for mov-
ing each object is iteratively decreased by the subregions
where it would leave no solution for moving one of the
others.

Functions of the imagery module An important as-
pect of our system is that all numerical computation are
carried out by an imagery module, ideally operating on
bltmaps using special massively parallel hardware. The
imagery module must be able to perform the following
operations, which we are currently simulating using tech-
niques of computational geometry:

¯ Basic imagery operations: The module can perform
the basic bitmap operations of region composition and
complement, and finding the boundary of a region by
tracing.

¯ Voronoi diagram computation: The Medi4] az~ ~ran~-
form of the image of the obstacles results in the Voronoi
dLs~ram, which is passed to the symbolic module. The
imagery module labels each edge of the Voronoi diagram
with the obstacles it separates, an information which is
obtained by colouring techniques in the medial axis trans-
form algorithm.

¯ Generating protection regions: Protection regions
are generated by projecting the endpoints of the cor-
responding Voronoi edge on the object boundary, and
simulating the slide of the moving object along the edge
between these points. The protection region is the region
swept by the object in this process.

¯ Configuration space transformation: Growing ob-
stacles by the size of a moving object creates a space
which represents the set of positions where no overlap
would exist between objects. This is carried out by a
simulation of the moving object sliding around all bound-
aries of the obstacles, and composing the corresponding
regions.

Defining subgoals A path is passable if and only if
nothing interferes with its protection region. The minima]
condition for making a path passable is to remove offend-
ing obstacle outside of the protection region. At the same
time, the obstacle must not clobber the precondition for
a subsequent motion. This defines a qualitative region of
possible positions to which the obstacle can be removed,
which is explicitly computed using a conJigura~ion apace
transformation ([10]). Note that this definition of sub-
goals means that the planner cannot generate plans where
both obstacles bounding a path have to be moved, another
source of incompleteness.

The system picks the Voronoi nodes which fall inside
the legal regions as goal positions, and solves the subgoals
in parallel to find the least costly solution. Note that the
exact choice of position is not important, since all points
within the same simply connected region are qualitatively
equivalent with respect to the phnning constraints. Only

4 Conclusions

We have shown a new approach to spatial planning in-
spired by human performance. It has significantly broader
co~erage and e~O~ciency than any currently known motion
planner, but this is achieved at the price of incomple~e-
neu. Our method is based on a new way of formulating
necessary conditions for the existence of an~ motion as
conditions for a particular motion, which allows represent-
ing these constraints in imagery. While the methods are
incompleie, they are mound and never generate plans that
are in reality impossible.

We have implemented the methods discussed in this
paper in a prototype system for the simple domain of two-
dimensional, polygonal objects without rotation. The pro-
totype has performed very well, and we do not know of
any other program which can ei~ciently generate plans of
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the complexity shown in Figure i. Even though our ap-
proach is incomplete, we consider the initial results promis-
ing enough to encourage further research.

We believe that the combination of imagery and sym-
bolic reasoning which our planner exhibits is a promlxing
methodology for spatial planning, since:

¯ the symbolic framework of means-ends p)annlng allows
combln~torlca and can make c~oices between alternative
plans. Explicit choice is necessary to avoid problems in-
herent in planning based on imagery-like operations, for
,YA,~ple the local minims problem in potential field plan-
nel~.

¯ means-ends analysis makes it possible to design an algo-
rlthm whose runtime depends on the complexity of the
solution, but not on the number of potential solutions.

¯ the numerical framework of mental imagery makes paths
and interactions emerge from general shape represents-
tions and thus deals with the representational problems
of spatial reasoning.

The current prototype is only intended to explore the
feasibility of the concepts and suffers from several weak-
nesses. First, the program is not optimised and therefore
rather slow, and many remaining bugs make its use di~.
cult. Second, the planner uses a plain A* algorithm with
very simple heuristics, which is quite inefficient. Third, we
do not have access to a massively parallel computer and
have restricted the shapes to polygons so that the imagery
operations can be efficiently simulated by computational
geometry. We hope to extend the current prototype in or-
der to better characterize the ways in which our method is
incomplete. In the long term, we would like to investigate
if similar methods are possible in more general domains,
allowing three dimensions and object rotations. We also
think that the use of imagery offers new possibilities for
future qualitative reasoning systems.
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